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ABSTRACT 

Q-stars (the gravitational generalizatioil of Q-balls, strongly botriid bulk mat- 

ter that an appear in field theorirs of strongly iiitcractirig hadrons) are the only 

known mpact objects consistent with the ~ I I O W I I  bulk structure of nuclei and 

chiral s. m e t r y  that evade the Rhoade+Rutfini upper bound of 3.2M,.  Generic 

bounds are quite weak: M Q - , , ~  < 400AI,. If, however, we assume that the 1.558 

nis pulsar is a Q-star, equilibriuin I 1 stahility crit.eria of rotating fluids place a 

much stronger upper bound of Alc 5 5.31\,1,9 oii siich models under certain 

special assumptions. This has iiiiportaiit implications for IiFavy compact objects 

srtrh as Cygnus X-1. 

The idea 111 that bulk matter can be bound by purely strong forces has im- 

plications for cosmology 12, 3, 4, 5 ,  6, 71 and astrophysics 15, 8, 9, 10, 111; various 

species include strange quark matter IS, 7) and baryonic matter [S, 9, lo]. Bary- 

onic matter is particularly interesting because it offers a consistent description of 

the known properties of nuclei on the one hand, and exotic hadronic bulk matter 

with vrry different properties on the other hand. The hulk properties of nuclei 

(binding energies, charge densities, bulk compressibility, optical potential, spin 

observables in polarized proton scattering, cfc.) have been simply and success- 

fully modeled with a field theory of a baryon field *, a phenomenological classical 

scalar field (I and a vector field V, [ 121. Such models of ordinary nuclei can also he 

made compatible with the hadronic successes of chirat S1J(3)1, X S u ( 3 ) ~  symme- 

try (81 (baryon and pseudoscalar meson octet mass spectrum, low energy hadronic 

scattering, Adler- Weisherger sum rule, Goldberger-Trieman relation etc.)  Exotic 

1)ulk matter can appear because, for certain forms of the o-self interaction po- 

tential lJ(o),  there exist large "Q-ball" sollitions with hundreds of MeV binding 

cwergy per baryon. This possibility stems directly from our ignorance of the ef- 

fective potential U ( o ) .  A P crucial fact is that the bulk properties of the Q-ball 

solutions are virtually independent of the properties of ordinary nuclei. 

This scenario has important iinplications for neutron stars. The generaliza- 

tion of Q-balls to include gravity are called Q-stars (8, 9, I O ,  13, 141. Here, 

Q stands for the conserved charge that stal>ilizes the solutions; in field theories 

of strongly interacting hadrons it is the baryon nurnl)er. They can have large 

iimsses or high rotation rates, and shoiilcl differ froin conventional neutron stars 

i i i  ninny important ways; for a large range of parameters they give counterex- 

~ I I I ~ I W  to the 3.2Mn upper ~ O U I I ~  011 rieut roil star niasses proposed by Rhoades 
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and Ruffini (151. In fact, prior to this work, the only upper bound on Q-star 

masses, MQ-,,., 5 400M0, was given by the observation that white dwarfs are 

not Q-stars (141, thereby setting a lower limit on Q-ball densities. In this paper 

we bound a certain Q-star model with astrophysical data. 

There is a wealth of data on neutron stars that confront any model of bulk 

nuclear matter, particularly if, as is widely accepted, pulsars are interpreted as 

rotating neutron stars. These include observed masses, population statistics, 

magnetic field strengths, cooling curves, rotation r a t a ,  pulsar glitches, and high 

space velocities!' For example, the conventional interpretation of pulsar glitches 

as resulting from plate motion in the neutron star crust is problematic for Q-stars, 

for which crusts are not generic (IS]. In this work, we assume that the fastest 

pulsar PSR 1937+214 (which is not known to glitch) is a Q-star and restrict 

Q-star parameters from its (presumed) rotation rate period T = 1.558 ms. We 

consider here for simplicity only the case of Q-stars in which baryons are massless 

in the interior. 

Shapiro, Teukolsky, and Wassernian 1191 have outlined general criteria, in 

light of the pulsar 1937+214 (201, period 1.588 rns, for limiting the mass and 

radius of the nonspinning progenitor. If the inass hf of a neutron star is too low, 

instabilities set in for conventional neutron star models (secular and dynanucal, 

depending on the regime and the compressibility of the star). If M is too high, 

there are two restrictions: the forrnation of destabilizing ergotoroids and gravita- 

tional collapse to a black hole. Here we examiue the possible equations of state 

of Q-stars that are consistent with all the stability criteria. 

# I  See, f o r  e~,xiitpIe, ref. [17]. A recent review of the properties of millisecond pulsars can 
be I < J U , ,  I ;.% lei [18]. 
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We consider the Lagrangian 

in which 0 is a baryon field, arid a arid V are plieiioineiiological scalar and vector 

fields. Serr and Wale& 1211 have ~ l r o w n  neglect of the vector field dynamics to 

be a good approximation for ordinary nuclei such as '%a and =Pb in their 

mean-field model. This Lagrangian then gives a good mean field account of bulk 

nuclear properties and we examine its consequeiices for neutron stars. For certain 

choices of U ( u )  conrp.ttihle witli bulk  nurlcar properties, the stable neutron star 

configuration will be a Q-star rather tliaii the nietastable conventional neutron 

star configuration. 

Spherical Q-stars i r r  wliicli ~ u ( u )  = 0 arid lI = U, i n  the interior have the 

following equation of state (EOS) [ IO]  ( E  arid P are respectively the total energy 

density and pressure): 

E - 3P - 411, +&,,(E - P - 21&)f = 0, 

in which ay & ( g y / 7 n v ) * / ? r .  It is corlvenient to define ( i a " U j 5  , with 

which Q-star properties scale. For given paranieteru ( IV  and Cr,, there will be a 

range of possible nia~ses arid radii. For low liia~ses the density is constant, so 

a description i n  ternis of an EOS is possilde. l'he density increases as gravity 

beconies important, and the niaxirnuiii inass ocrurs wlicln vanislies ( I I  is the 

neutron star radius). Ref. [ 141 suriiniarizes iiiaiiy propt:rties of Q-stars i n  terms of 

the scaling parariieter (, and we will quote inany of their results i n  what follows. 

For any fixed C, there is a locus of siicli nraxinium inasses (z = 0) obtained 

when a y  is varied. An i~xar~~ple is slrowri i n  figure I .  Note that there is a sniallest 
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maximum, which occurs when the scalar energy density Uo is so large that the 

corresponding Q-ball is unbound. The unlabeled solid line of figure 2 shows the 

locus of such minimum maxima for different values of C; the point of maximum 

mass of any Q-star must lie to the right of that line. 

We now seek to constrain the space of possihle Q-star masses and radii from 

considerations of rotational stability and equilibrium assuming that the 1.558 ms 

pulsar is a Q-star. 6 

There is a long history of the analysis of the maximum rotation velocity of 

a gravitationally bound fluid with a given EOS. l'he standard classical reference 

is by Chandrasekhar [22]. The simplest 1'0s is the case of incompressibility (see 

[17]). We will later argue that this is a good apptoxirnation for Q-stars with EOS 

(2). In the Newtonian regime rotation produra the MacLaurin spheroids. The 

angular velocity R and eccentricity e a r e  rolatetl by 

02 f i d  6 -- - -1'0 - 2e2)arcsine - -(I - e*) .  
nGE e3 e l  (3) 

The maximum R occurs at e = .93; I)c.yontl that point, a n  increase in angular 

momentum decreases (I. Therefore, for an incon~pressililr Newtonian fluid of 

energy density E, the maximum angular vrlocity SI,,.,. is given by 

& 5 1.19. (4) 

This constraint is shown in figure 2 by the tlottc'tl curve without the Xs. 

Stability against gravitational radial ion iinposcs tighter constraints. Gravi- 

tational radiation reaction causes tlotl-axisyttltnc.tric ntotles of the form e*'"'+ to 

go unstable for sufliciently high ? i t  [XI]. r i i  = 2 instal)ility sets in at e = .81, 

m = 3 earlier, etc. From (3) this means smaller critical R for increasing rn. For 

example, stability of the m = 2 mode requires 

R - < 1.08. m- (5) 

Each higher mode has a longer growth time, but sets iv at lower angular momen- 

tum. For sufficiently high m the instability is either damped by viscous forces or 

grows slowly on stellar timescales, so generally m > 5 need not be considered. A 

useful parameter for describing the onset of instability is 

rotational kinetic enrrgy 
gravitational binding energy' 

t I  

The insensitivity of critical 1 of the fastest-growing mode to the EOS is a remark- 

able and useful result; i e . ,  rn = 2 sets in a t  1 = .14,  not only for incompressible 

stars but also for centrally condensed ones. For higher modes there is dependence 

on the EOS (24, 251. 

Equilibrium and stability criteria have also been established for polytropes 

124, 25, 261 ( i .e . ,  fluids obeying an equation of state of the form P = KE'+f ,  

where li is a constant and n is referred to as the polytropic order. n = 0 is the 

incompressible case, and the largrr the order, the softer the EOS.) For general 

polytropes, the equilibrium limit conies not from a peak in the angular velocity, 

as i n  n = 0 polytropes, but from mass shedding a t  the equator. Whether or not 

secular instability sets i n  before mass shedding depends on the model and the 

relevant modcs of oscillation. For an approxitnately incompressible (lower order 

polytrope) EOS, a star rotating at 1 > .08 is likely to be unstable to rn 5 4 modes 

[ZI, 24, 251. 111 the opposite limit of rxtretnc central condensation (the Roche 

1 I, 



model), the limiting angular velocity due to mass shedding h a  been shown to be 

1191: 

(7) 
R - < 1.114. m- 

Interestingly, the relativistic result is the same as the Newtoniau oiie for the 

Roche model. Some of these stability criteria are displayed in figure 2. 

Full general relativistic calculations offer less obvious information. The in- 

compressible and polytropic equilibria are known [19, 27, 281, but the precise 

onset of secular instabilitiw is not. One rigorously known stability limit comes 

from mass shedding at the equator. Although nuclear forces bind individual 

baryons to Q-stars even at zero gravity, niass shedding caii still occur in the form 

of macroscopic chunks for which tlie gain in surface energy is unimportant. Al- 

though the onset of secular stability lias not beeii computed lor many EOSs in 

the presence of strong gravitational fic.lds, we can estimate it by assuming that 

the critic.;:’  ties for such onsets are similar to the Newtonian result, combined 

with general relativistic numerical catculatioris of t-values for the relevant EOSs. 

There is also a new purely general relativistic instability: the formation of 

ergotoroidal regions in which the rc.lativistic dragging of inertial frames is so 

strong that all observers must rotate relative to tlie distant stars, and iii which 

negative-energy perturbations grow expone~itially [27, 291. This instability does 

not set in for the Q-stars we consider i n  this paper. 

We have seen that the niaxi~riu~rt iiiass of a Q-star is constrained to lie in a 

slice of M vs. R space, bounded by tho solid Q-star niaximurn inass line and one 

of the stability curves in  figure 2. We inlist now address the question of com- 

pressibility to determine which curves apply, Q - s k  derisity profiles for various 

values of C 1141 are sliowu i n  ligiire 3; i n  no case can the bulk of the niass be 

coilsidered centraliztd. ‘he  Q-stars of tlie liigliest niass also have the highest 

values of C. Froin figure 3, we see {.tiat tliey therefore have the stiffest EOSes and 

can be treated as approxiiiiately iricoiiipressible. ‘I’lius the inconipressible mass 

shed curve of figure 2 gives a bound, AfQ-a,w < 7.4M,, which gets only sliglitly 

stronger when coinprrssibility is taken into account. 

The secular stability criterion is not known i n  tlie general relativistic case, 

but if as is widely believed instabi1itic.s set in  for particrllar values of 1 ,  we can 

use the data of lhtterwortlr arid l ~ w r  127, 28, 291 to estirliate a stability curve at 

t = .08. Those authors t a l ) u l a t d  v a l w s  o l  fN lor dillerent rotation rates, stellar 

niasses, and eiiergy tlcmsities, w l i w  f N  is tlie relativistic generalization of our t 

parameter calculated by t~ = ;Jfj/( hl” -+ i J l 2  - A t ) ,  with AI the niass, J the 

angular inonrenturn, and bl, the inass i n  the absence of rotation and gravity. In 

table 1 we show, for three dilfert.iit valiic~s of A t & l ’ Z  ( a  measure of the strength of 

GR), the ecceritricilies and angular velocities at which fN = . I4  and tN  = .08. It 

is clear horn the table and conip o i i  wit11 (5) tliat tlie eEoct of C;It is to weaken 

tlie bound oil 0. In figure 2 we show lhese tl irer values of MoE1/’ at the t = .08 

points A,B,C, and a curve tlrawn tliroiigli tlieni (using the approximate constancy 

of tlie central eliergy drwsity &< wire 0 is fixed). Using this as a stability limit, 

we obtain the result AfQ-,,, 5 4.9,i1G3. 

r ,  I here is a ques t ion  as to wlial d q p v  tlie coliipressibility of tlre Q-star affects 

these boiiiids, hJ _i 7 . 4 4 ,  (riiass slic.(ldirig) arid A/ 5 4 . 9 4  (nr = 4 secular 

stability). To answer I.liat, we Iiavc: exariiiiicd 11 = I polytropes because tlie ratio 

of central (Ec)  to averagc ( E )  cwergy cli.i~sity E=/& = :l,26 lor n = 1 [ S O ] ,  which 

resvnibles many Q-stars. 1 1 1  fact, Qsti irs  i i i  t lw reginw i r l  wliicll w e  are interested 

(i 7 



should lie between n = 0 (inconipressi1)le) and n = 1. The equilibrium (311 and 

stability 124, 251 of n = 1 polytropes have been studied. From Managan et. al. 

and Butterworth we have deterniinrd mass shedding and m = 4 stability curves 

under the assumption that the critical 1 values persist undrr strong gravity. They 

too are shown in fig. 2. The resnlting boiinds arr A-l 5 6.7A4,q (mass shedding) 

and M _< 5.9M, (m = 4 secular staMity). ‘rlir Q-stars i n  this regime are more 

like n = 0 (incompressible) than n = 1 polytropes, both in trrms of E,/€ and the 

shape of the profile. (Polytropes have vanishing mass drnsity at the periphery.) 

‘I’he n = 1 results merely give an  indication of the way tlir bounds may differ 

from those obtained under the appioxiniatioii of incompressibility. M < 5 3 4 ,  

is probably a fair estimate of the triie n) = 4 stal>ility liinit. 

There is anotlier, independent way t.0 liiiiit tlic inass. Notc that i n  tlie limiting 

case, 7.4A.f,, the model allows rotation at 1.558 nis only for high mass objects. If, 

on astrophysical grounds, we itss~~ine t.liat t.1ie inass of the pnlsar is on the order 

of 1.4M,, then the maximuni possildr non-rot.ating ()-star mass is M Q - , ~ ~  5 
4.64 Ma relying only on the Newt.oriiait s t.a Id i t  y cri t rria . 

This new M Q - , ~ ,  5 5.3hl,, l m i i i d  tias iriiport.ant irriplicntions for heavy 

compact objects. Cygnus X-l  has a maxi prol)al)ly greater 1.han 6.3M,, 132, 331. 

llnder the assnmpt.ions above, we woiiltl roncluclr that il. is not a Q-star with 

EOS (2). A perhaps even better I)lack liolr cantlitlat.r is the rrciirrrnt nova V404 

Cygni (341 with a firm lower limit of A l  2 G.26 f 0.31 it/,, arid probable inass i n  

tlir range 8 - 15.5Ma. Thus for tliis ohjrct. WI‘ draw thr sanir conclusion, that it 

is not a Q-star with EOS (2). Similar consiclwations apply to the heavy compact 

objects LMC X-3 and AOF‘LO-00 [:55]. 

x 

t.tiat general relativity is the right. thwry of long-wavelength gravity, 2) micro- 

scopir caiisality and 3) microscopic stability are applicable and 4) that the EOS 

hrlow a density - nuclear density can be extrapolated from the properties of 

the interior of mPh, euen for bulk matter with - IO” baryons, there is an upper 

limit M,,,,lron 5 3.2M, for compact non-rotating astrophysical objects to he 

stable against gravitational collapse to black holes. Assumption 4) is, however, 

suspect; it is only necessary for the model of hadron dynamics to be compatible 

with the properties of ordinary nurlei and cliiral sU(3 )~  X S u ( 3 ) ~  (the two best- 

kiiown facts of low-energy hadronic physics). Q-stars, tlie only known compact 

oltjrcts to evade the Rhoades-Ruhi limit. wliile still compatible with bulk nu- 

clrnr properties and chiral syminet,ry, make iisr of this weaker fourth assumption 

and can have stable masses MQ-,,,, >> 3.2A1,3. Hefore this work, EOS (2) gave 

a typical counter-example to tlie assertioii that C!ygniis X-1, V404 Cygni, LMC 

X-3 and A-0620-00 must be black holrs, and it was only possible to argue that 

M Q - , ~ ~  < 400Ma. I n  this paper we have fonnd that, under special assumptions 

on thr natnre of Pulsar 1937+214 and the stability and equilibrium of general 

relativistic rotating Q-star fluicls, a mnch stronger new liniit M Q - ~ ~ ~  5 5.3Ma 

rnrerges for EOS (2). Similar limits almost certainly apply to all Q-stars. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS REFERENCES 

1) The curlique is the locus of Q-stars for a particular theor) ixed aY and 

UO). The solid line is the locus of maximum masses of such curves as a” is 

varied, C held constant. (Here C = 20.) That locus ends when UO is at its 

maximum value for which the corresponding Q-ball is critically bound. 

2) Various equilibrium and stability curves for objects rotating at the angular 

velocity of the fast pulsar. The straight solid linea are the black hole linut 

for non-spinning objects and the locus of termination points for varying C, 
to the right of and below which all stable Q-stars lie. The other curves are 

various stability limits for stars that caii rotate with a period of 1.558 INI. 

For each type of stability considered, allowed stars lie above tire relevant 

curve. The dashed curve with the Xs is the mass shed limit for incom- 

pressible stars, the Xs being data points taken from the B. ,111 ielalivistic 

numerical calculations of Butterworth and Ipser. The solid curve is the 

t = .08 (m = 4)  stability curve, drawn from the three points A, B, and C 

derived from the same calculations. The dot-dash curve is mass shedding 

for n = 1 polytropes, and the corresponding nr = 4 ( t  = .058) curve is 

the dotted one. Coincidentally, the dotted curve also lies indistinguishably 

close to the Newtonian incompressrhle stability limit (4).  The dashed curve 

is the Roche model for centrally condensed stars. 

3) Q-star density profiles. 
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TABLE 1 

&&'I' 
A: ,077 
E: -16 
C: .215 

c(fN = .08) n&-'I'(IpJ = .os) 
.581 .968 
.46l 
.295 

1.02 
1.05 

R€-'/'(~N = .I41 
1.2 
1.3 
I .35 

Critical parametem for three different strengths of rehlivity. Sae text for 
explanations. 
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